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,ABSTRACT

Air photo interpr-e'tation and photo
.grammetry are two of'the most 'effective and
versatile tools available to the petroleum

,-indu~try. : The te~lmiques have proven
. successful· in providing solutions to many
:of the problems, encountered in the,. desi~
:and construction· of oilfield projects.

While most t~chn~cal personnel are
,aware that air photo interprefation and
;photogrammetry are useful in the selection
:of routes for ,roads and pipelines, few
-realize the true scope of the techniques or
'the wide variety ,of areas in which they are
,applicable.

This paper briefly describes the
,principles involved, and reviews a number
'of ,typical:applications of particular
interest to petroleum companies. Excessive

>detail is ayoided, rather the emphasis is
I 'placed upon' -the wide spectrum of possible
applications. It is stressed that on-the
ground examination' genera~ly is a necessary

adjunct, and that there are certain limit
ations to the techniques discussed.

Properly applied;' however, air plioto
inte~pretation and photograrnmetry can offer
sign:ificant aavantages in' terms of time; ,
flexibility, s~crecy and'economy. .,
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EXPLANATION OF PRINCIPLES

The principles of photo stereoscopy
are based upon the fact that if an object
is viewed from two different positions
simultaneously, the visual effect is stereo
scopic, or three dimensional.

Air photographs normally are taken
along consecutive lines, with a 60 per cent
forward overlap and 30% sidelap. Thus a
permanent record of the ground is obtained
at a certain scale and at a particular time.
These photographs are projected through
stereo plotting instruments, the lenses of
which are similar to those of the aerial
camera. When the projectors are positioned
so that they exactly match the position of
the taking camera at the moment of exposure,
a three dimensional image is formed, and
the original conditions during the film
exposure are reproduced in model form.

If an object is viewed alternately' with
the left and right eye, its location will
appear to shift from one position to another.
This apparent displacement, caused by a
change in the point of observation, is known
as parallax, and it is this phenomenon which
allows extremely accu~ate measurement of the
elevations within the stereoscopic model.
The apparent height of an object is there
fore determinable from the difference in its
image displacement on adjacent airphotos.

The accuracy of measurement is directly
related to the focal length of the camera
lens and to the altitude above ground at
which the photographs are taken. For
example, photographs taken 18,000 feet above
ground can yield accuracies of ± 1.8 feet;
1,200 foot altitude photography can result
in measurements accurate to ± 1.5 inches.

It is important to distinguish between
stereo photos, which allow viewing of the
terrain in three dimensions, and photo
mosaics, which consist of the same aerial
photos attached to a flat surface and form
ing a map visible in only two dimensions.

Photogranunetry is the technique of
making horizontal and vertical measurements
from air photos and producing maps which
present these details.

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

Air photo analysis and interpretation
are necessarily complementary to one another.

The analysis comprises a study of the photo
graphs to determine all relevant information.
The interpretation consists of the applica
tion of this information, and perhaps other
data, to the solution of a particular
problem.

Air photo analysis and interpretation
requ~res the ability to relate photographic
detail with physical features of the terrain,
a firm base in the geological sciences, de
tailed geological knowledge of the locale,
and finally the ability to combine the data
and to apply the results to the solution of
a specific engineering problem.

ROUTE SELECTION

The process of route selection illus
trates many of the steps and procedures in
volved in typical photogrammetric projects.
While route selection may be carried out for
roads, pipelines, electric transmission
lines and so forth, the differences in tech
nique are minor and vary only to the extent
imposed by the particular design.

PROCEDURE

1. Acquisition and examination of exist
ing data. This will include aerial
photographs, topographical maps,
soils maps, regional geology and any
other applicable data. Aerial
photographs usually are available
from government or private agencies,
but may have to be specially taken
in some cases.

2. A broad corridor containing possible
routes is outlined on a strip mosaic.
A general photo examination is
carried out,with regard to topog
raphy, soils and geology. Such fac
tors as muskeg, rock, river cross
ings, permafrost and the necessary
amount of clearing are examined.
The exatliiner must consider any fac
tor which will affect the eventual
design or cost of the project. At
this stage a trial route is selected,
which generally represents the
shortest economic distance between
the initial and terminal points of
the line, having regard to the
general character of the terrain.

3. Stereo. photo interpretation is
carried out, with attention being
given to the economics involved in
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"The 'usual :points 'of~concer.n ,±n "the
development of a surface water s~PPly
are:- ,,',

An inspection of the' ·~ite and utili
zation of otheJ;". J;e~ev:~t.data ~'ie alw~ys

.necess~ry ~djUqcts t~ a water sourqe stUdy

. employing aerial ?h07~s. '

·Most of the output from the, ,stereo
plotter, and the subsequent computations,
are amenable.to computer processing. For
example, cross-sections .and profiles are
easily digitized in three, 'axes. 'When data
such"as soil types, haul d~stances, . costs
and'other design 'restraints are tabulated,
the computer' canrbe used to examine altern-

.atives and to deterInine. ;the optimum: so.lution
for any of the design parameters, or,for
total cost. .This marriage of theinforma
tion obtainable from the photographs and the
processing capability ot the computer ,allows
~,+arge _amount of information. to'be:manip
ulated and stored'.

. WATER SOURCE INVESTIGATIONS

A; water supply may be required for
secondary r'ecovery operation~,.-:·a temporary
campsite,. or othe~.purpoBes. Air photo
interPretation will 'save time' and reduce

,. costs in aseiessing the'~'possible'soii"~ces, of
,supply. ' "

The advantages of this approach -in re-
; ducing costs, especially in remote'or diffi
cult~terrain, beceme·obvious. \Als~, the
conf;i.dential. analyses." pOBBi~le with these

" procedu+,e!3' can be of- great benefit in cer
; tain situations. '-

The most significant. pointe_from the
foregoing is that the degree 'of interpreta
tion can', be, varied to suit the .reqUirement!?
of ~the'project, thus' maximizing the, ben~fit
cost;, ratio. Simple pipeline locations in'
some caseS require no ground aCges.s: or field
control priqr to final ro~te selection. .

: More e'laborate projects generally require
some field inspection, however this is
usually in~the nature of, confirmatiOn' in a
few problem areas.• " F.ield survey work is
greatly minimized becaj1se the majority of
this" work can 'be, ,carried out by aerial. tri
angulation procedures on the, stereo'plotting
instruments.,rathe~than by ground methods.

6. Detailed mapping, showing perhaps 2
foot or 5 fo·ot· contours, . is con
structed'using' the stereo plotter;

cTliis"mapping is reproduced on Cron
aflex working sheets, which are
designed'in a fashion such'that
engineering infotffiation f (profiles,
terrain' characteristics.,' clearing~

· required) 'can"be clearly depidted..

7. Utilizing this working'information,
tne:finaldesign is prepared. 'Fot
a road system the route and centre
line is laid ou~ ~ith.~he negessarY
curves, P. I. I S and" stations' to' atlow
for the optimum design.of.grades.
,Wh~n::.;~~.'cen:er~..line has' ~~e~n~~~-~ _
.lected,_ cross section data ·is read "
out in it,' Y arid Z c6~ordinates,~ . '.
volumes calCUlated; costs' estimated,
and specifications prepared for""
,cons:~r]J.~t~on. P.ipeline projects
· gener.aliy require "oniy"a centre, line
'Ideation and profile~ , .

5.' Detailed'phb~o engineering is
· 'carried' 'out In·.th~ problem areas.'
This generally ~equires that larger
Bcale phot'Ographs be acquired, the'
scale 'being' depende'nt' upon' the' vert-

· i"cal· a-ccuraci reqUi'~ed'-for mappfng.' '
It should 'be n'oted that the cost 'of
lifre'sh ll photography'is usually
small', relative to other cost-s e of
the project. Ground control re
quirements ar~ minimal at this. stage,
·however a few basic: control points

, can'be supple'merted',by'rnethods',ot
, aerial: 'triangulation:carried out' on
the' stereo plotter;'

.any r01).te diversions.,

'4' •. 'Having ,examined, ,the, obvious natural
factors controlling, the 'route, and
the e,~6i1omics ot ~diveksion, the
merits of detailed photo engin~ering

are cons'idered~~ . Should ,groW1d in
spectiOn.show only difficulties of
a_ minor nature, it ii? possible that
the exercise may be terminated at
this point. Construction· drawings
would be prepared, utilizing the
existing information, and' supple-

· merited by data gathe"e'd from on-the
ground inspection ~ 7" sliouid, however,
major problem ~areas be evide"nt, it
is 'likely that the analysis wouid'be
further refined~ .
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